
HIGHLIGHTS
Completely Within SAP 
STOP4 brings tremendous advantages to the 
project team as it is built within SAP with no 
middleware requirement. It can seamlessly work 
with SAP ECC or S/4 HANA and leverages 
existing SAP configurations be it HR, EHS, PM, 
PS…

Easy to use & Configurable
A powerful Gantt Chart and SAP UI5 helps in 
ease of usage. It is designed for quick learning 
with low training efforts. It can be configured 
and customized as per customer’s specific 
processes.

Manage High complexity with ease 
The solution is highly scalable. It supports tens 
of thousands of activities & resources and 
provides seamless user experience for SAP 
users.

Mobile Support
The powerful mobile add on supports 
immediate updation of tasks, confirmation, 
checking material & PRT’s availability, approval 
and update on measurement points. Permit 
systems can be integrated with mobile Add-on.

Low TCO
The solution is easy to maintain as it is SAP 
based with no middleware & no additional tool 
requirements. 

Turnaround Readiness Score
Comprehensive and configurable scores based 
on multiple parameters to understand the 
readiness status to start the STO. 

Baseline Management
Powerful baseline management with complete 
transparency on deviations helps in execution 
and re-planning.

Key Features
Comprehensive Scoping / Budgeting
STO planners can prepare worklist from scratch, templates or based on past STOs. Flexible 
approval process with realtime budgets from SAP can help in finalization of the scope with ease.

Planning with Integrated Resource Management
STOP4 makes planning much easier with real time native SAP based material and other 
resources management. Planners can create PRs and POs in SAP with just a few clicks. Planners 
can assign task list, material and service requirements, roles, design documents etc.

Scheduling with a powerful Gantt Chart
Work Order scheduling is made easier with multiple features like resource assignment, holiday 
management, overlapping resources, load level clarity. Mass updates reduces planners’ efforts. 
Powerful Gantt Chart displays information from SAP and supports drag/drop for scheduling.

Execution supported with mobile Add On
Work order status can be updated by technicians and maintenance incharge real time. This 
provides  transparency on the progress, material consumption and multiple critical path. Alerts 
on deviations as well as availability of resources and PRTs provide agility to the execution team.

Reports and dashboards
Several reports are available for planning, execution and post execution phase. Some of the 
reports include project comparison across different plans/plants. Customers can design their 
own reports and dashboards.

MASSETIC STOP4 
Reduce Duration and increase 
efficiency of STO projects with 
SAP certified solution. 

MASSETIC STOP4 
Plan, Execute, Report STO projects in Native SAP tool. 

STOP4, the SAP UI5 based application is a one stop solution for 
all turnaround project needs. Developed on Fiori architecture 
STOP4 works seamlessly across various SAP modules.

Brochure



Fiori Architecture for unique 
powerful solutions

Massetic STOP4 brings complete STO planning and 
execution within SAP by leveraging SAP Fiori 
architecture. It is designed for SAP ECC and S/4 HANA 
and seamlessly works with existing SAP configurations 
be it SAP HR, EHS, PM, PS. The architecture ensures 
that there is no duplication of data, processes and 
workflows. It eliminates need of costly integration 
between SAP and third party planning tools. The reports 
and alerts coming from SAP helps in STO team to act in 
the moment and provide tremendous agility
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MASSETIC STOP4 - KEY BENEFITS
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